
Fixed Interest    16.5% 

United Kingdom   23.8% 

North America    25.7% 

Europe ex. UK    11.4% 

Japan     2.5% 

Asia Pacific ex. Japan  2.6% 

Emerging Markets    3.5% 

Global     0.5% 

Alternative Investments  11.6% 

Cash      1.8% 

PERFORMANCE 

QUILTER CHEVIOT GLOBAL INCOME &  
GROWTH FUND FOR CHARITIES
FACTSHEET - Q1 2023

IMPORTANT: The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up. You may not recover what you invest.

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES & POLICY

• Grow both the capital value and provide income over the long-term.

• Deliver an annualised total return of 3.5% above the UK Consumer Price Index over the medium term 
through exposure to a diversified range of asset classes.  

• Aims to provide an income yield in the region of 3% per annum. 

• The Fund invests in a mix of direct equities (UK, US and Europe primarily) and bonds, and uses third 
party funds to gain exposure to specialist areas such as property, infrastructure and also to equities 
in other geographic areas. 

We do not invest in companies whose primary business is producing or manufacturing tobacco;  
and as a company we do not invest in businesses which make controversial weapons. Please visit  
www.quiltercheviot.com to see our controversial weapons policy.

EQUITIES SECTOR ALLOCATION*
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* Shown as percentage of total fund value.  As at 31 March 2023. Source: 
Citibank

Approver: Quilter Cheviot Limited, 3 May 2023

ASSET ALLOCATION 

* Includes unsettled subscriptions to the Fund and unsettled trades.  
As at 31 March 2023. Source: Citibank

SERVICE DETAILS  
Inception date  8 January 2020

Size of fund  £132,069,504.86

Benchmark          CPI +3.5%*

Fund type          CAIF

Base currency       GBP

Number of holdings  107

Anticipated yield  3.3%

OCF  0.81%**

Ex-dividend dates  31 January, 30 April,  
 31 July, 31 October

Dividend pay dates  28 February, 31 May, 
 31 August, 30 November

Sedol number  BGKG3L1

Reporting  Quarterly

*UK Consumer Price Index plus 3.5%
** The Ongoing Charge Figure (OCF) includes the 
charges for the underlying open and closed ended 
funds held in the Fund and the Fund’s management 
fees. This is a point in time estimated calculation, so 
changes to holdings within the Fund may result in 
higher or lower ongoing charges.

TOP 20 HOLDINGS %

Baillie Gifford Japanese Income Growth 2.48

Shell 2.48

Rio Tinto 2.39

Microsoft 2.22

Royal London Unit Trust Managers Sterling Credit 2.15

Pacific North of South Emerging Markets 1.96

TotalEnergies 1.92

Ishares Physical Gold 1.60

Union Pacific 1.54

Astrazeneca 1.53

National Grid 1.53

United Rentals 1.44

United Kingdom (Government Of) 4.5% Snr Bds 07/12/2042 1.44

Amazon 1.37

Apple 1.34

United Kingdom (Government Of) 3.5% Snr Bds 22/10/2025 1.25

Vontobel Sustainable Emerging Markets Leaders 1.23

Foresight Solar Fund 1.23

Merck 1.22

JPMorgan Chase 1.22

As at 31 March 2023.  
Source: Citibank

* 12% iBoxx £ UK Gilts, 5.5% iBoxx Sterling Corporates, 30% MSCI UK IMI, 40% MSCI AC World Index, 10% Alternatives (50% iBoxx £ Gilts 1-5 
Years/50% MSCI AC World Index (ACWI), 2.5% Bank of England Base Rate. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results.  
** Benchmark CPI +3.5% 
Source: Citibank
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LEAD MANAGER

Howard Jenner - Executive Director
Howard studied English and Psychology at Southampton University before joining Laing & Cruickshank in 2001, which was 
acquired by UBS in 2004. In 2006, he moved with the majority of his former colleagues to Cheviot Investment Management, 
which subsequently merged with Quilter. He is a Chartered Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Securities and Investment (CISI) 
and chairs the Charity Asset Allocation Sub-Committee. Howard is a member of the international equity, alternatives and fixed 
interest committees. Amongst his charitable commitments, he is a member of the Royal College of Arts’ investment committee.

The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well 
as up. Investors may not recover what they invest. Past performance is not a 
reliable indicator of future performance. Please refer to the Prospectus and Key 
Investor Information for further details visit: https://www.quiltercheviot.com/
uk/charities/caif/.
Important Information: This document is for general information purposes only and does not take into 
account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or individual requirements of any particular 
person. It is not a personal recommendation and it should not be regarded as a solicitation or an offer to buy 
or sell any securities or instruments mentioned in it. Quilter Cheviot recommends that potential investors 
independently evaluate investments, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial advisor. 
Unless otherwise stated, all statistics have been supplied by Quilter Cheviot. Whilst we believe the facts 
to be correct, we cannot assume liability for any errors or omissions. Quilter Cheviot and Quilter Cheviot 
Investment Management are trading names of Quilter Cheviot Limited. Quilter Cheviot Limited is registered in 
England with number 01923571, registered office at Senator House, 85 Queen Victoria Street, London, EC4V 
4AB. Quilter Cheviot Limited is a member of the London Stock Exchange and authorised and regulated by 
the UK Financial Conduct Authority. 

CONTACT DETAILS  
Charles Mesquita
e: charles.mesquita@quiltercheviot.com
t: +44 (0)20 7150 4386

QUILTER CHEVIOT  
Senator House 
85 Queen Victoria Street 
London  
EC4V 4AB
t: +44 (0)20 7150 4000

The Quilter Cheviot Global Income and Growth Fund for Charities is for UK charities only.

COMMENTARY

Global stock markets posted positive returns in the first quarter 
of 2023. Given the number of negative headlines regarding 
the banking sector in recent weeks it is perhaps surprising that 
equities moved higher during March, powered by a strong move 
right at the end of the month. The collapse of Silicon Valley Bank 
(SVB) and government-brokered takeover of Credit Suisse by 
UBS caused heightened near-term volatility, but the fact that a 
wider fallout was averted has seemingly reassured investors for 
the time being. 

Against this background the fund posted an overall return of 
2% against a rise of 3.6% recorded by the QC Charities index 
comparator. The underperformance was primarily the result of 
a difficult March as solid progress made in the first two months 
of the year was partially given back and the rally of indices right 
at the end of the month which was not reflected in the midday 
valuation point of the fund. It is however pleasing to note that at 
the time of writing (26th April) the fund is broadly 1% ahead of the 
comparator.

Fixed interest markets appear to be telling us that there is now a 
greater risk of recession than at the end of February, but stocks 
have remained fairly sanguine to this prospect, chalking up gains 
throughout March. The question of whether we are in for a hard or 
soft landing remains unanswered, but it appears increasingly likely 
that there will be a landing at least, with a “goldilocks” no landing 
scenario, whereby inflation returns to target, and the economy 
continues along just fine, looking like a long shot, at best. 

During the quarter, we added to and rebalanced our gilt exposure. 
We exited high yield debt and marginally added to investment 
grade sterling credit.

Within equities, we accepted profits from Equinor following 
the fall in gas prices. We added a new position in Whitbread on 
expectations that its strong positioning in the UK and optionality 
in Germany would allow an increase to market share. NatWest was 
also added prior to the knock to confidence that the fallout for the 
collapse of SVB engendered, however we remain positive on the 

company which has the highest return on tangible equity of the 
large UK banks, underpinning a +5% dividend yield. This purchase 
took us marginally overweight banks which, following the increase 
in volatility to the sector, we reduced through a disposal of Bank 
of America.

Zoetis the largest animal health company globally was also added. 
The animal health market offers attractive growth potential aided 
by increased average spend per pet and the growing global 
demand for animal protein. GlaxoSmithKline was sold.

We also added a new Emerging Markets based fund; the Pacific 
North of South offering takes in the south east Asian regions 
but also provides useful exposure to Latin America which helps 
underpin a dividend yield of +5%. The Allspring fund was sold to 
make way for this. We also switched the Mathews Asia fund into 
the Fidelity Asia Pacific opportunities fund which looks better 
positioned for the period ahead and offers a cheaper ongoing fee.

US tech indices have benefited from falling rate expectations thus 
far in 2023. This is largely a recovery story with technology stocks 
among the worst hit in 2022 as bond yields moved sharply higher. 
AMD (+48%) Microsoft (+18%) Apple (+25%) Amazon (+21%) Palo 
Alto (+40%) all benefitted. 

European stock benchmarks have advanced in recent weeks, 
outpacing US and UK peers and possibly reflects the greater 
exposure of continental companies to the re-opening of the 
Chinese economy. 

The move in interest rates has changed the risk and reward 
dynamics for all asset classes and we have reduced exposure to 
infrastructure and property in light of this. While this has been a 
more difficult environment for this section of the portfolio, there 
are suggestions that investors are starting to “price in” an end to 
the cycle of increasing interest rates. This should in turn mean 
that the long-term income streams of these assets become more 
attractive.

(05/2023)

https://www.quiltercheviot.com/uk/charities/caif/.
https://www.quiltercheviot.com/uk/charities/caif/.
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